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Introduc)on 

Project-Based Learning is a rela3vely new trend in academics that seems to be gaining in 
popularity—for many reasons. In a classroom that models Project-Based Learning, 
students are invited and enabled to inves3gate on their own as they explore and 
respond to open-ended, ques3on-based learning prompts. In this way, they will enjoy a 
unique and crea3ve approach to educa3on that can be eye-opening for students and 
educators alike.  

Benefits of this approach include nurturing more thoughEul and reflec3ve students who 
will likely improve their crea3vity and self-confidence. In addi3on, since a great deal of 
3me will be spent on self-monitored, self-directed projects, teachers may be able to use 
their 3me more produc3vely to mentor their students. Addi3onally, since Project-Based 
Learning is a collabora3ve experience, by partnering with other students on projects, 
students can also learn teamwork and communica3on skills that will serve them well for 
their en3re lives.  

Sec)on 1: What Is Project-Based Learning?  

In this course, we’ll discuss the latest research underlying Project-Based Learning ( PBL), 
and we’ll discuss specific ways to implement these strategies in the final sec3on. 
Characteris3cs, advantages, and essen3al elements of PBL are discussed below. 

What is PBL, and what are some of its basic components and 
characteris7cs?  

In short, Project-Based Learning is a type of approach that puts the student in the 
driver’s seat. With PBL, students have the opportunity to develop their skills and 
knowledge bases through rela3vely independent, free-flowing projects or problems that 
are focused on real-world scenarios. Whether students tackle projects as teams or as 
individuals, PBL tends to result in a real sense of independence and sa3sfac3on for 
students — and it can even be less burdensome for teachers, as well (Larmer, 2020).  

However, that doesn’t mean that this is a low-effort endeavor. Teachers will have to be 
very mindful about the way they mentor students in a PBL scenario, and connec3ng 
students to the resources they need in order to be successful is no small task. It’s also 
important to be very clear about the fact that PBL is more involved and deliberate than 
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simply having your students do class projects aRer class projects. As the experts at the 
Buck Ins3tute for Educa3on have noted, with PBL, it’s key that students feel they are 
able to “inves3gate and respond to an authen3c, engaging, and complex problem or 
challenge” with their whole aVen3on (Larmer, 2020).  

Why PBL? Why bother with this level of academic focus and class 
projects?  

PBL is rela3vely new on the educa3onal scene. There are those who believe that the 
emergence of project-based learning could help prepare students for life in the actual 
workforce, where adults tend to take on a series of projects as they go about their 
working weeks. PBL helps teach students from their early years to be crea3ve, cri3cal 
thinkers that rise to the challenges ahead of them in their day-to-day lives (Larmer, 
2020).  

As it turns out, PBL also appeals to the minds of our young ones. Children are eminently 
prac3cal people, and direc3ng their own inves3ga3on appeals to them. So does roo3ng 
poten3ally more theore3cal concepts in real-world applica3ons. For example, studying 
geometric proofs can be an abstract, painful, and overwhelming task for many students. 
Figuring out how to create their very own puzzle with tessella3on (or another fun, 
colorful, and tac3le version of studying how shapes interact with each other) can cover 
the same or similar concepts in a much more memorable and engaging way (Larmer, 
2020).  

What are the essen7al elements of Project-Based Learning?  

At its core, PBL sounds simple enough: Have your students take on projects related to 
their field of study. Make sure that your students are connected to the resources they 
need to feel crea3ve. And, of course, 3e your students’ projects into real-world 
applica3ons as much as is possible (Larmer, 2020).  

While that may communicate a good por3on of PBL’s intent, it’s far from an all-
encompassing rundown of what PBL requires. We can more helpfully define PBL through 
the following seven essen3al elements (Larmer, 2020):  

• Open-ended ques)ons. Each project that a student takes on should feature or 
focus on a big ques3on that will prompt student curiosity. Part of the project 
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should entail student research regarding the central ques3on, as well as some 
type of documented or presented student response to the central ques3on.  

• Building on a strong academic founda)on. Each project that students tackle 
should be something that they are prepared for based on their previous academic 
histories. When selec3ng projects, students should work closely with their 
teachers to ensure that they select appropriate projects that are accessible yet 
s3mula3ng. While projects should be challenging, students should never be 
overloaded with a project that is so difficult that it causes them to shut down 
because they are so stressed. 

• A process of genera)ng more ques)ons even as students work to find answers. 
When new ques3ons arise, the project will feel simultaneously more true to real-
life experiences and more like a scavenger hunt. This will help s3mulate students' 
curiosity and help them develop their powers of focus and logical inquiry.  

• A strong focus on 21st-century skills. PBL encourages skills that will help students 
succeed  in an increasingly technological and ever-changing world, where 
teleworking may become even more of a norm — such as collabora3on, 
communica3on, crea3vity, and cri3cal thinking.  

• A strong focus on student choice. While a good amount of teacher mentorship 
will be required to ensure students choose appropriate projects and have the 
resources they need, students need to feel free to make their own choices to reap 
the benefits of having ownership over their projects.  

• A true-to-life emphasis on feedback and revision. In our daily adult lives and in 
our careers, we rarely find that submi_ng a piece of work once is the end of the 
process. This is very different from tradi3onal homework and test opportuni3es, 
where, in school, students oRen have one chance to score as high as possible 
with no chance to increase the quality of their work. While students will s3ll likely 
have to take exams in a PBL learning environment, it may be a good idea to shiR 
some of their other work to more of a give-and-take type of learning structure 
where they are able to make improvements and revisions.  

• A true-to-life emphasis on asking students to present their work. Again, in our 
adult careers, we are oRen asked to give at least a brief overview of what we have 
accomplished. While this should be done carefully so as not to give vulnerable 
children anxiety, it’s important to help children gain the skills they need to give 
succinct, helpful, and confident presenta3ons about their efforts, research, and 
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conclusions. Also, crucially, it’s key to give these students the experience of peer 
review and construc3ve feedback. These necessary steps are ubiquitous in the 
adult workplace, yet many adults are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with the 
process. Helping students know from a young age that peer review and 
construc3ve feedback are necessary and beneficial can help introduce them to 
true-life experiences.  

Following a comprehensive review of per3nent literature surrounding PBL and surveys 
of those who have specific exper3se and experience in the area, one educa3onal 
ins3tute iden3fied seven elements deemed essen3al for PBL. Helpfully, these focus less 
on the needed takeaways from PBL (which are more the focus of the elements outlined 
above) and, instead, outline the ways teachers should consider designing the projects 
that they help students tackle (PowerSchool, 2021).  

According to these experts, the seven must-include elements of a PBL project are 
(PowerSchool, 2021).:  

• A challenging ques3on or a problem to drive the project 

• Inquiry that is sustained throughout the project (e.g., the answer to one ques3on 
prompts another) 

• Authen3city (e.g. the problem feels true to life or relevant for the student)  

• Student choice and voice in the maVer (e.g., the student should have some level 
of say over the subject maVer and direc3on of the project) 

• Reflec3on (e.g., the student should stop throughout the project to consider how 
it’s going and its implica3ons) 

• Cri3que and revision 

• Public product or presenta3on 

One school district in Illinois created a class around the PBL structure that provides an 
illustra3ve example. In this high school business class, the teachers formed teams of 
students to work collabora3vely. The students took 3me to design and pitch a product 
that was based on a real-life problem that they faced. (The idea was to create a “Shark 
Tank” feel for kids, which helped both teachers and students get more excited about the 
concept.) The teachers helped the students create budgets, gather materials, market 
their ideas, and even partner with local entrepreneurs and business leaders for 
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mentoring. The class was a monumental success, with teams of students designing 
mobile apps, prac3cal products, and some experimental innova3ons that may not have 
done well in the real-world marketplace, but certainly helped those students realize the 
value of crea3vity (PowerSchool, 2021).  

This example can also serve as a reminder that PBL doesn’t have to be isola3ng. Rather, 
the focus should be on giving students a worthwhile and inspiring educa3onal 
experience with tangible value, whether they work with or apart from their peers 
(PowerSchool, 2021).  

While this type of teaching philosophy doesn’t necessarily require less effort (and, in 
some cases, can even require more effort from teachers - par3cularly in the early project 
onboarding phases), it is associated with myriad pay offs that, to many, make the higher 
expenditure of 3me worth it for all concerned. In the next sec3on, we’ll discuss these 
benefits briefly in order to ensure that we are providing an accurate picture of the 
reasons to pursue PBL (PowerSchool, 2021).  

What are the benefits of Project-Based Learning?  

One of the primary benefits of project-based learning is simply stated: It helps school-
taught lessons transcend simply-academic criteria. In other words, through project-
based learning, a student will learn more than par3cular subject maVer. They’ll learn 
3me management as they track projects, as well as presenta3on skills, organiza3onal 
skills, communica3on skills and more as they move through a largely self-guided project 
(PowerSchool, 2021).  

In this way, project-based learning helps connect students to the concept of learning 
beyond their classrooms. In theory, at least - and, quite oRen, in actual research, as we’ll 
discuss in a later sec3on - students who have some project-based learning experience 
will be beVer prepared to meet the challenges life presents in a more balanced manner 
(PowerSchool, 2021).  

Specific benefits of project-based learning are as follows (PowerSchool, 2021):  

1. Project-based learning allows students to engage deeply with their content in a 
prac)cal and ultra-memorable way. This allows students to sidestep 
cumbersome, rou3ne, and inherently less valuable prac3ces like learning the 
same content less effec3vely through flashcards and rote memoriza3on. Rather, 
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by prac3cally using the informa3on to aVain an end, a student will engage with 
the content in a way that promotes deeper learning instead of regurgita3on.  

2. Project-based learning contains inherent mo)va)on. Students are prac3cal, and 
by nature very curious. Many students are also high-achieving and compe33ve. 
The idea of solving a problem they are given or making a valuable product (or 
something else with a tac3le or public end in sight) will aVract many students. 
Even students who would prefer not to be in the spotlight would likely prefer 
some type of hands-on, inquiry-based crea3ve work over lectures and reading. 
Because project-based learning is more engaging and more fun, students want to 
learn more - which makes teaching much more effec3ve and far easier in the long 
run.  

Backing up this philosophy is produc3vity expert Daniel Pink, who created a popular 
TEDTalk that highlighted how people are mo3vated by purpose, mastery, and autonomy. 
Project-Based Learning allows students to start with autonomy and purpose and see 
results as they work toward mastery, making PBL a very compelling experience for both 
students and teachers alike (PowerSchool, 2021). Addi3onal benefits of PBL include 
(PowerSchool, 2021): 

1. Project-based learning is correlated with higher levels of student achievement. 
Intriguingly, researchers from Michigan State University and the University of 
Michigan found that this benefit is seen in dispropor3onately high levels and 
among schools that struggle with poverty. As poverty is associated with lower 
levels of engagement and achievement, the posi3ve impact that PBL may be able 
to provide in the students’ favor will likely be par3cularly valuable.  

2. Project-based learning is focused on meaningful business and communica)on 
skills. When undertaking a project, students will learn about more than just the 
academic content at hand: They’ll learn teamwork, cri3cal thinking, and problem-
solving skills, which are cri3cal for the workplace and beyond.  

3. Project-based learning can go hand in hand with Social and Emo)onal Learning 
(SEL) endeavors. SEL is extremely important for the healthy development and 
success of a young student. The partnership building, communica3on, and 
collabora3on inherent in a PBL framework help reinforce SEL learning in an 
organic and produc3ve way.  

4. Project-based learning can inspire real interest in a field of study. When subjects 
are brought to life with real tasks and meaningful projects, students can have a 
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much beVer sense of what becoming, for example, a mathema3cian, scien3st, or 
ar3st could really be like. Not only can this deter students from picking a career or 
course of study that might not actually, in reality, align with their personality and 
preferences, but it can also help connect previously-uninterested students with 
the career of their dreams.  

Project-based learning is far from a perfect, stress-free, or easy-to-implement 
framework. As with other learning and teaching modali3es, along with the numerous 
benefits that PBL offers to the academic community,  challenges may also arise in its 
implementa3on. Such challenges will be discussed in the following sec3on.  

What are the challenges of Project-Based Learning? 

The challenges of Project-Based Learning, simply stated, are as follows (PowerSchool, 
2021):  

1. Project-based learning can be a steep departure from what many people are 
used to when they think of educa)on. While innova3on can be posi3ve, it may al
so be difficult for people to embrace. When PBL teachers or schools begin a
school year with less instruc3on, more coaching, more interdisciplinary learning, 
and more community engagement than is perceived as the norm, that can ruffle
some feathers.

2. Project-based learning is rela)vely new in the educa)onal scene. Many of the
support systems that we have in place as a society are geared for more tradi3onal 
types of instruc3on. This can make finding support for it as a teacher just star3ng 
out rela3vely difficult.

3. Project-based learning can seem scary and overwhelming in the beginning 
phases. For a young student just star3ng out on their educa3onal path, being told 
that they will be responsible for a massive project throughout the schoolseme
ster can be concerning. For these students, it might be a good idea toemphasiz
e the fact that (just as in life aRer school) the best way to tackle a massive proje
ct is to break it down into 3ny, extremely manageable steps. 
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What are some examples of Project-Based Learning? 

Before we delve into the research surrounding PBL as well as prac3cal 3ps for 
implementa3on in later sec3ons, it may make sense to provide some specific examples 
of PBL to give some context to our following conversa3on (PowerSchool, 2021).  

• One science teacher decided to begin a PBL module with a field trip to the zoo. 
This naturally piqued student interest and enthusiasm, so the project was already 
beginning at a high point. In the lead-up to the zoo adventure, the teacher 
presented the students with informa3on about animal habitats and encouraged 
the students to form opinions about the best environment for a par3cular animal. 
Then, aRer the visit to the zoo (which gave significant prac3cal relevance to the 
previously-amorphous conversa3on), the teacher asked each of the students to 
build a plan for a new type of habitat for the animal of their choice. The students 
had to back up their planned environment with research and drawings, and then 
present their findings to zoology students from a nearby college, where they were 
able to receive feedback.  

• While, from this example, it may seem very clear that PBL is well-suited to the 
sciences, it can be natural to find ways to incorporate other aims as well. For 
example, one English language arts teacher decided to team up with one of her 
colleagues, a social studies teacher. In their blended PBL module, they asked their 
students to define the role that censorship plays in society. In order to do this, 
they had their students find a book that was banned, read it, research it, form an 
opinion on it, and then par3cipate in a mock trial experience centering on the 
future banishment of the book.  

• Another group of math teachers decided that simply assigning their students 
problem sets was not actually working for anyone — the teachers included, who 
were exhausted from so much necessary grading. They worked together to 
develop an escape room ac3vity, one in which the students entering the room 
took on the role of code breakers in a high-stakes theatrical scenario. The nuts 
and bolts of breaking the code depended on math formulas, but the story 
provided engagement and fun for everyone involved. In the lead-up to the event, 
the teachers had presented different formulas relevant to codes throughout 
history; and, aRer the escape room experience, the teachers asked students to 
ra3onalize their work before, and at the end, discovering if they were correct or 
not (and had subsequently saved the day).  
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These are just three examples. There are hundreds of different types of possible project-
based learning plans. We’ll include a few more ideas for math PBL modules below. See if 
any of these general types of project ideas would be suitable for your classroom and 
student popula3on (PowerSchool, 2021):  

1. Challenge your students to create the ul3mate design: Give your students a brief 
background into something that’s challenging in the world today, and ask them to 
solve that problem or provide a somewhat realis3c solu3on to the problem using 
a mathema3cal model.  

2. Give your students a theore3cal budget, and challenge them to do something 
awesome with it. For example, ask them to contemplate what the best possible 
way to benefit their community for just $25.00 would be. 

3. Run the deserted island simula3on: Tell your students that they’ve woken up one 
morning stranded somewhere in an isolated loca3on. Not only must they survive, 
but they must also find a way to design a civiliza3on that will be safe and secure 
for years to come. What type of society do they build? How do they go about 
doing so?  

If you’re interested in finding lesson plans for inspira3on, there are many PBL plans 
available on the internet (par3cularly on Pinterest) (PowerSchool, 2021).  

Sec7on 1 Key Points 

• It’s cri3cal that students are able to respond to and inves3gate a complex, 
engaging, and authen3c problem with their whole aVen3on. In addi3on, it is  
important that they feel engaged and empowered. 

• Well-designed project-based learning can help prepare students for their adult 
life in the workforce. As adults, we tend to take on a series of projects — so 
pu_ng students through similar paces is a good way to get ready for reality. 

• PBL’s seven essen3al elements include a strong focus on student choice, feedback 
and revision throughout the project cycle, and open-ended ques3ons to prompt 
true curiosity and crea3vity as an alterna3ve to rote educa3onal methods.  

• PBL can be structured around solo inves3ga3on or group ac3vi3es, as long as the 
focus is on giving students a complete and beneficial educa3onal experience with 
tangible value. 
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• PBL helps school-taught lessons transcend tradi3onal subject maVer. Through 
PBL, a student will learn 3me management, presenta3on skills, organiza3onal 
skills, communica3on skills, and more. 

• PBL allows students to start with autonomy and purpose and see results as they 
work toward mastery, making PBL a very compelling experience for both students 
and teachers alike. 

• PBL is a rela3vely new concept, so it may not have as much tradi3onal support, 
for example—and onboarding students to a new project can seem very 
overwhelming for students. 

Sec7on 1 Conclusion 

PBL is an educa3onal framework that puts students in the driver’s seat. It can lead to 
many benefits for everyone involved, but it can be difficult to get popular support! One 
thing that may help is having a good amount of clear research backing up your decision 
to dabble in PBL. In the next sec3on, we’ll take a quick look at two recent studies that 
can help in this area.  

Sec)on 2: The Science Behind Project-Based Learning 

PBL has been a subject of numerous studies over the past decade. FIndings from two 
brand-new studies have provided a great deal of support for the PBL approach — 
par3cularly in terms of successful academic outcomes for historically marginalized 
popula3ons of students. Important takeaways from those studies are summarized 
below. 

Conducted by researchers out of both Michigan State University and the University of 
Southern California, these two innova3ve gold-standard studies sought to determine 
whether there is a demonstrable, causal rela3onship between the implementa3on of 
PBL and beVer educa3onal outcomes for the involved students (Terada, 2021).  

Between the two studies, some 6,000 students were studied. The studies included the 
par3cipa3on of over 100 schools across the United States. Notably, for the purposes of 
this study, over 50% of the students included came from low-income households. This is 
significant because, unfortunately, it has become extremely clear that household levels 
of income are very strongly correlated with levels of achievement (Terada, 2021).  
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The Research-Backed Benefits for Advanced Placement Classrooms 

One of the studies focused on the benefits of reimagining AP, or Advanced Placement 
courses through a PBL lens. The AP courses in ques3on were concentrated in 
Environmental Science and U.S. Government and Poli3cs. The teachers responsible for 
these courses had diverse backgrounds, ranging from the humani3es to the sciences. 
The educators were asked to craR their coursework around project-based ac3vi3es 
related to their fields of study (Terada, 2021).  

The educators responded well, introducing their classes to ac3vi3es such as (Terada, 
2021): 

• Simula3ons of elec3ons, electoral caucuses, and tradi3onal debates surrounding 
elec3ons 

• Re-enactments of historic Supreme Court cases, where students took on roles 
either inside the case (arguing as prosecutors and defenders in mock court) or as 
reporters, telling the tale to the public on the outside 

ARer seeing the semesters through to their end, the researchers studied the scores of 
the students in project-based classrooms who took AP tests as compared to students in 
more tradi3onally-taught classrooms. What they found told a clear story: The students in 
the project-based classroom outperformed their peers by an average of eight 
percentage points. When the researchers looked more at the demographic data from 
the students who took and received higher scores on their AP tests, they found that 
students from lower-income homes and neighborhoods were represented in similar 
numbers among the higher performers as are their peers who were from higher-income 
areas (Terada, 2021).  

The researchers, in interpre3ng their findings, made the case that high-quality PBL can 
make learning more equitable than more teacher-centric educa3onal approaches.  

This case was only strengthened when the researchers followed the PBL classrooms 
through a second year of instruc3on. In the second year, the researchers found that the 
improvements in educa3onal efficacy associated with PBL were durable: In the second 
year, students in PBL classrooms scored a full 10 points, on average, higher on their AP 
tests than did their peers (Terada, 2021).  

For some 3me now, the na3onal educa3onal community has been looking for equitable 
ways to teach students from diverse backgrounds. The student popula3on is becoming 
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more and more diverse, so this is a clear need that will have to be met now and in the 
future (Terada, 2021).  

One of the lead researchers on the AP student study, an inves3gator from USC, said: 
“There’s a belief among some educators and some policymakers that students from 
underserved backgrounds… aren’t ready to have student-centered instruc3on where 
they’re driving their own learning” (Terada, 2021). Clearly, these studies dispute this 
no3on and demonstrate the value of this type of learning. 

ARer looking at the data, the researchers also concluded that, on a na3onal level, 
approximately 30% of students from lower-income homes tend to take AP tests. When 
those same students were educated in a PBL classroom, that number increased 
significantly to almost 40%. Put another way: With PBL, more lower-income students 
take and pass their AP tests — which can unlock significant opportuni3es for them later 
in life. This was an extremely significant finding, as AP classes and AP tes3ng are very 
focused on results. In previous years, these classes in par3cular have goVen a bad rap 
for “teaching to the test.” With the results of this study, it’s becoming clear that this 
doesn’t have to be the case (Terada, 2021).  

The USC researcher posited one reason why she believed PBL learning was so much 
more effec3ve for students overall: “There were more connec3ons to their real lives. For 
example, in the AP Environmental Science course, they were learning about their 
ecological footprint and thinking: How do my behaviors affect the health of my 
community and of the larger world?” (Terada, 2021) 

More Authen7c Learning Observed in Elementary-Level PBL 
Coursework 

The second study focused more on the educa3onal experiences of much younger 
children. The researchers also wanted to determine whether PBL could help students in 
earlier grades — in this case, third grade — connect more to the world around them. 
One educator in this study created a “Toy Unit” that actually helped his young students 
grasp (literally) the concepts of fric3on, gravity, direc3on, and force. He spent some 3me 
making “toys” himself with cheap, freely-available materials such as milk cartons, straws, 
and water boVles. He tasked his students with building simple machines from those 
building parts that were based on electrical or magne3c force (Terada, 2021).  
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This classroom wasn’t the only one exploring simple ways for young children to engage 
with scien3fic principles. Michigan State University and the University of Michigan 
looked at the learning incomes of over 2300 third-grade students in almost fiRy schools 
across the na3on. In the study, students were randomly assigned to either a control 
group (where the teacher taught in a more tradi3onal lecture-based manner) or to a PBL 
group, where the focus was more on tac3le play and experimenta3on (Terada, 2021).   

When designing the study, the researchers made sure that the schools selected 
represented a typically diverse popula3on. Of the student bodies, about 60% were 
either students of color or eligible for reduced-price lunch, or both (Terada, 2021).  

At the end of the study period, the researchers examined the students’ test 
performance. Again, on average, the students in PBL classrooms outperformed their 
peers by about 8 percentage points. These results held steady across all included reading 
ability levels and socioeconomic classes (Terada, 2021).   

Sec7on 2 Key Points 

• The researchers in the gold-standard PBL study centered on AP students found 
that students from lower-income homes and neighborhoods were represented in 
similar numbers among the higher performers as are their peers who were from 
higher-income areas.  

• As a result, the researchers posited (based on their findings) that PBL can be a 
very equitable op3on for instruc3on, even in AP classes.  

• The researchers found that their results were durable, no3ng similar achievement 
data aRer the second year of observa3on. 

• Researchers overseeing a different gold-standard PBL study aimed at learning 
about the achievement levels of much younger students found very similar 
results. Across the board, PBL seems to be an extremely effec3ve way of teaching 
students from a variety of backgrounds.  

Sec7on 2 Conclusion 

Two recent gold-standard studies have shown that PBL is an efficient, effec3ve, and 
equitable teaching strategy—making it a feasible and desirable op3on that could 
poten3ally solve numerous issues that our modern world faces. Knowing this, the next 
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important step is to have strategies in place to make PBL a reality for teachers and their 
students.  

Sec)on 3: Implemen)ng Project-Based Learning Into Your 
Classroom 

As you begin to implement PBL instruc3on into your style of teaching, it’s important to 
remember that PBL modules and more direct, tradi3onal styles of instruc3on don’t have 
to be mutually exclusive. In the third sec3on of this course, we’ll provide a few ideas for 
ways that you can transi3on to PBL as it becomes appropriate for your specific 
popula3on of students. As remote learning is becoming more common, we’ll also talk 
about ways to make PBL work for you if you’re in a remote or hybrid educa3onal 
situa3on.  

When moving your students through a PBL endeavor from start to finish, one of the key 
factors is student mo3va3on and direc3on. As a result, you will likely adopt more of a 
mentoring and coaching mindset as you help guide your students through the project.  

How Can I Help Students Move Through a Project, from Start to 
Finish?  

The start and finish of a PBL module can be overwhelming and formidable. From the 
beginning of a project, where you’ll need to help students get familiar with a significant 
amount of informa3on very quickly, to the end of a project and the presenta3on, you 
will need to help your students tackle many unfamiliar and poten3ally-difficult things.  

Think of yourself as a coach. For example, In an athle3c se_ng, when you’re ge_ng 
young swimmers ready to compete against athletes from another team, you have to 
ensure that the swimmers have a produc3ve, compe33ve mindset throughout a long 
series of challenging, repe33ve tasks. You need to keep up your swimmers’ morale 
during long workouts and hard work to prepare them for their end goal (McDowell, 
2021).  

Your students will need to do something similar. Here are three strategies to help you 
make sure that they are ready to make it across the finish line:  
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• Instruct them with care. Naturally, this is something you’ll be doing already, but 
you’ll need to tailor your teaching strategies to help guide your students toward 
mo3va3on and a sense of self-instruc3on. You’ll need to check in with your 
students frequently to make sure that they’re understanding the material, not 
just ska3ng through a fun project. You’ll need to work with them to make sure 
that their projects offer many different opportuni3es to prac3ce their skills. You’ll 
need to provide consistent feedback to ensure that their project stays on track. 
And you’ll need to direct them to collaborate with other students and teachers as 
best suits their project. Prac3cal 3ps that could help in this area include 
(McDowell, 2021): 

• Spend 3me at the beginning of your student’s project giving them a good 
amount of direct instruc3on. Make sure that your students have a grasp on 
the high-level key facts they’ll need to accomplish their project 
successfully. This is the 3me for the most teacher-led feedback.  

• As your student moves through the project, ramp down on direct 
instruc3on. When you do spend 3me with your students, ask them to 
describe what they’re learning. Work with them to make sure that they’re 
consolida3ng their skills and the various concepts they’re learning. During 
this stage of the project and your instruc3on, your feedback should be 
more discussion-based. 

• Toward the end of the project, your direct instruc3on should be rela3vely 
minimal. Feedback for your students should come from their peers, with 
you more monitoring for accuracy and offering prac3cal 3ps on 
presenta3on. 

• Think carefully about the way you monitor their progress. Consider the young 
swimmers again. They might monitor their progress against a clock and constantly 
assess whether they have the proper technique and form to get them to their 
goals. Your students may be used to monitoring their progress through exams and 
numeric scores, and PBL is a liVle different. Your students will need to learn how 
to evaluate their own progress. They’ll need to compare draRs of presenta3ons to 
previous draRs, for example, to build their own sense of whether something is 
working or not. You’ll need to introduce them to the idea of taking responsibility 
for their own learning and the objec3ve quality of their own work. Prac3cal steps 
that may help in this area include (McDowell, 2021):  
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• Give your students examples of work that is great, good, poor, and clearly 
substandard. Ask your students to review their own work in comparison to 
the examples you’ve provided. In the beginning, offer your own evalua3on 
of the students’ work to help bolster their confidence in their own 
assessment skills, but, as your students gain confidence and show accuracy 
in their evalua3ons, ramp down your own assessments.  

• Make sure that your students keep examples of their own work 
throughout the project so they can look back and see how they’ve 
improved. It’s oRen difficult for students to see how their skills are 
progressing, so keeping concrete examples can be very helpful.  

• Help your students come up with milestones and 3mes to check in with 
themselves to assess their own performance.  

• Help your students develop and test the best prac)ce tasks possible. Again, we’ll 
think about the way swimmers improve. Their overall goal—their project, if you 
will—is to win a race (or get a great 3me in an event). However, when they’re 
moving toward that goal, they’ll do things other than simply swimming the 
specific race over and over again. They’ll sprint shorter distances, par3cipate in 
longer endurance events, and even cross-train outside the pool to make their 
muscles stronger. When your students are moving toward their goals, help them 
come up with smaller things to prac3ce on a daily or weekly basis that will help 
them achieve that goal — smaller things that may or may not be obvious to them. 
Prac3cal steps that may help in this area include (McDowell, 2021):  

• Assigning  your students cogni3ve tasks that may help them work toward 
their goals and sharpen their skills (such as leading a small group in 
discussion, for example, or edi3ng another student’s work).  

• Providing your students with work examples that are either great or not-
so-great and asking them in an informal manner what their opinion is on 
each. Having them call out specific reasons why the sample is exemplary or 
why they would recommend changes is ideal.  

• Helping your student build a protocol for giving feedback on someone 
else’s work. The focus should be en3rely on grading work that is not their 
own and providing construc3ve cri3cism in an empathe3c manner. Of 
course, the student will likely be able to apply the same thought to their 
own work, but that shouldn’t be the main point of this exercise.  
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GeRng Parents on Board with Project-Based Learning 

When you’re the teacher in your area pioneering PBL, you might be met with a certain 
level of resistance from the parents. Many parents are skep3cal about projects 
supplan3ng the teaching methods they’re more familiar with, and that makes sense. 
They may be thinking of the projects they experienced when they were children — or 
imagining that you’re simply going to be requiring a lot of 3me, aVen3on, and further 
investment from the parents themselves as they “help” their students move through a 
project successfully (Piper, 2021).  

Dispelling these no3ons upfront is clearly a good idea, but you’ll need to follow up any 
type of ‘this is not a tradi3onal project’ announcement with clear guidance to help 
parents be invested in this new type of learning strategy. Here are some ways to spark 
interest among the parents at your school (Piper, 2021). 

1. Start by simply communica3ng, early and oRen, that PBL is different from simply 
doing more projects. At the beginning of the semester, sit the parents of students 
in your classroom down and tell them that you’re trying something new — but it 
really isn’t something that is par3cularly outlandish. Show them the strong base 
of evidence suppor3ng its benefits (hint: The studies in Sec3on Two may be a 
good place to start.) You might also have to adopt some simple marke3ng 
strategies to help the parents realize that this is something new and innova3ve. 
For example, consider the vocabulary you’re using to casually describe what 
you’re doing. Are parents listening to you and envisioning that you’re about to 
bring out construc3on paper and scissors? Or are you communica3ng that you’re 
going to empower your young students to complete work that helps build 
individualism, communica3on, cri3cal thinking, and crea3vity? Tie the benefits of 
PBL to the long-term ambi3ons you have for your students, and be confident in 
the teaching method you’ve chosen. This will go a long way toward ensuring that 
the parents are backing what you do.  

2. Think carefully about the projects you start the year with from a parental point of 
view. Your assignments will be met with more scru3ny at the beginning of the 
semester, so ensure that those first few lessons are especially engaging, 
collabora3ve, and exci3ng — yet, also, accessible and likely successes. If there’s a 
project that’s a bit more of a slow burn or more ambi3ous and risky, save those 
for a liVle later in the year, when you’ve established yourself and the students 
have more experience with PBL. In addi3on, it may be a good idea to tackle a 
classroom-wide ‘mini-project’ that only lasts a week or so, followed by some type 
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of tradi3onal assessment, to prove to yourself, your students, and their parents 
that you can help students retain informa3on in a new and more engaging way.  

3. Come up with a quick elevator pitch for PBL. As you pivot to this new learning 
model, you’ll get approached by parents, colleagues, and even community 
members or investors who will want you to explain very clearly and quickly what 
the difference between PBL and ‘doing projects’ is. One helpful phrase might be 
something along the lines of “designing projects around key learning standards — 
standards that include those assessed on an exam such as a standardized test or 
AP exam.” You can also turn it around on the parents and ask them to think of the 
difference between a really sa3sfying, hands-on work project versus a rou3ne 
lecture. The parents will likely be able to recall their own varying levels of 
engagement and start to see what you’re doing. Poin3ng out that you’re planning 
on helping students get to a place where they can feel engaged and can ace 
tradi3onal exams will also help.  

How to Make PBL Modules Ultra-Engaging for Kids: Tie Them Very 
Closely to Real-World Problem Solving 

We’ve talked about how to help kids understand the mechanics of a project and we’ve 
discussed ways to get their parents on board. Now, let’s discuss a surefire way to ensure 
that children are really engaged with what’s happening: Making previously-vague 
problems as cri3cal and realis3c as possible.  

There are several reasons why this is a good thing. First and foremost, the messier, 
faster, and more true-to-life the problems students face in school are, the more they’ll 
be prepared for problem-solving in adult life (McDowell, 2022). 

Again, a very important element of PBL is making simulated problems for your students 
as realis3c and engaging as possible.  As was the case throughout the country, one 
school superintendent was facing numerous challenges as she was working to keep her 
schools running efficiently during a pandemic (certainly a real-life problem requiring 
keen management skills). As she worked through the struggles, she noted that the 
problems she faced had a few key features poten3ally worth replica3ng for her students.  

Those features were as follows (McDowell, 2021):  

• The superintendent was never thrown just one specific problem to solve at a 
3me, or several of the same kinds of problems to consider in a neat line. Rather, 
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the superintendent faced many new and different issues that she and a team of 
people constantly needed to learn from, priori3ze, and solve as efficiently as they 
could in a set amount of 3me. This required good decision-making skills as well as 
good problem-solving skills. 

• The superintendent realized that the problems she and her team faced changed 
over 3me — requiring her community to constantly re-evaluate the solu3ons they 
created, communicate quickly, an3cipate mul3ple different scenarios, and 
prepare as best they could for anything that could happen. While something like 
this might be beyond the scope of a fourth-grader, giving them evolving, 
surprising problems that help them learn to be quick-thinking will both challenge 
and help them.  

Based on her obstacles and successes derived from her experiences, the superintendent 
ideated five specific examples of strategies to drive authen3city within a PBL framework 
(McDowell, 2022): 

1. Ask students to derive the central ques3on fueling a project from several different 
contexts — or ask them to select from many issues in one complex context. For 
example, in one third-grade classroom, the students were assigned a book about 
the introduc3on of the Keystone pipeline and the requisite challenges that Na3ve 
Americans face. The teacher might then introduce a few different contexts for 
similar issues (e.g., cobalt mining and its nega3ve impact on rural Africa, or how 
wind farms are causing some species of birds to decline). The students might then 
group together to determine the core of the challenges that these na3ve species 
and Indigenous peoples face. To aid and build their projects, they might develop 
ques3ons about what they want to learn, and, from there, determine how they 
might go about answering those ques3ons. This will feel far more compelling to 
students than simply being tasked with a ques3on by a teacher.  

2. Present students with changing, fluid problem environments instead of sta3c 
problem sets. This will be much more representa3ve of the way students will 
actually experience problems in real life. For example, in one AP economics class, 
the teacher had her students analyze the changing supply and demand of a 
popular video game system. This was, naturally, a data point that was des3ned to 
ebb and flow over 3me. For the project, she had her students assume the role of 
a profit advisor for the company that produced the game system. Over the course 
of the PBL module, the teacher had the students scanning reliable news sources 
every morning to learn the latest status of the market for that specific video game 
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console — as well as any factors (e.g., governmental restric3ons, supply chain 
fiascoes) that could affect the supply available to the producer. ARer ge_ng a 
sense of what was happening in the world, the students would have to prepare 
quick daily reports to “advise” their “client.” This felt fun and 3mely — but also 
gave the students vital informa3on about the real-life supply chain issues 
affec3ng America. On a more meta level, the project required the students to 
learn fast and effec3ve conversa3onal skills, competency and responsibility, the 
ability to work together in small groups, and what it felt like to issue 
recommenda3ons for business strategies at such a high level. As many of those 
AP economics students were surely headed for at least some type of similar role 
in their actual careers, this class was well-suited to its audience and interes3ng 
for all involved.  

3. Ask students to create presenta3ons, not as high-stakes, me3culously-edited 
performance work, but shorter, rougher sketches that are allowed to be imperfect 
but more closely aligned with what a student actually thinks. In one seventh-
grade classroom, students were asked to send in persuasive essays on a wide 
number of topics. To add some spice to this rela3vely rou3ne assignment, 
throughout the draRing process, students were randomly asked to present their 
current draR, current ideas, and the general state of their paper. The other 
students in the classroom were asked to provide feedback on both the wri3ng 
and the content at this 3me. While this is a rela3vely anxiety-inducing exercise, 
it’s very true-to-life — for both the students presen3ng their evolving ideas and 
the students providing feedback. If you decide to take advantage of this type of 
ac3vity in your classroom, it might be a good idea to allow students many 
different ways to present — e.g., not always standing up in front of a room and 
talking. They might have the opportunity to share an in-progress Google doc, for 
example, instead. However, it should also be noted that as scary as this process 
might feel the first week it’s implemented, if it’s a process that becomes rou3ne 
in your classroom, it will both feel less scary and prepare students well for this 
extremely common business prac3ce.  

4. Have an authen3cally-interested audience engage with the students throughout 
the forma3on of the project, not just during a summary presenta3on at the 
beginning or during a kickoff mee3ng at the front end. In one fiRh-grade art class, 
the students were asked to create a series of murals that represented their 
community. Over the course of this project, the students were tasked with 
mee3ng with various community members as well as local ar3sts to learn more 
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about the community, get feedback on their plans from the ar3sts, and complete 
other related tasks. In this way, the structure that was put into place ensured that 
students were receiving guidance and feedback throughout the project, instead 
of just at the end—which is simultaneously more helpful and less stressful.  

5. Finally, have your students tackle smaller, more tradi3onal sets of problems, just 
under short bursts of 3me. This constraint alone confers a game show type 
quality on a rela3vely tradi3onal type of assignment. For instance, in one Algebra 
II class, students were tasked with working with logarithms to understand some 
biological scenarios. Each student was using the same type of mathema3cal tool 
(e.g., logarithms), but each was looking at a different biological system. The 
students were grouped to share what they were learning, evaluate each other’s 
work, and see if there were any connec3ons between what they were 
experiencing. This teaches students the ability to work quickly on temporary, 
challenging work—which feels much more appealing than working through a 
complex and lengthy problem set on your own.  

As you’re onboarding your classroom and parents to this new type of learning, consider 
the following talking points: introduce them, repeat them, and send them to parents in 
emails. Hopefully, this will help dispel the no3on that you’re simply a fan of assigning 
monotonous projects (Piper, 2021):  

1. Through inten3onal, specifically chosen, and carefully-designed projects, PBL 
allows your students to grow and prac3ce the 21st-century skills that will help 
them find success in college, work, and even in a happy adult personal life. For 
example, teaching students how to tackle unstructured problems and 
communicate well now will help them for the rest of their lives.  

2. With PBL, the students in the classroom enjoy more of a sense of responsibility 
for their learning. Not only does this make learning more engaging for young 
people, it teaches them early on that they will be responsible for their success 
later in life.  

3. Studies consistently demonstrate that students who par3cipate in project-based 
learning outperform students taught through more tradi3onal methods on key 
assessments. (This will likely be a very compelling point, so it may be a good idea 
to find recent studies, perhaps out of well-known and respected research 
ins3tu3ons, with effec3ve, easy-to-understand visuals to share with parents.) 
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4. Well-designed projects allow students to show us what they can do in a much 
deeper way than the average test. Projects also allow students the chance to 
challenge themselves, to figure out what they want to do in life, grow closer to 
their peers, and eventually require less support for success much more quickly. All 
of these are incredible benefits for young people. 

When you’re star3ng a PBL module, you’ll need to figure out a way to inform and 
connect with parents in a meaningful way. Just as with any other learning strategy, you’ll 
find that you have a beVer chance of success if the parents are helping their students at 
home. However, with PBL, it’s also key to tell your students’ parents that they won’t be 
expected to complete projects for their children. With effec3ve communica3on of the 
above talking points, you’ll be well-set to ensure that parents are ready to support their 
students’ success.  

Can PBL Work Within a Hybrid Teaching Model?  

PBL is nontradi3onal in and of itself, so it may be difficult to imagine that it could work 
with other currently-nontradi3onal forms of educa3on, such as hybrid teaching. 
However, as hybrid classrooms are becoming more and more common, it’s increasingly 
clear that disallowing students in hybrid classrooms from experiencing the benefits of 
hybrid educa3on would be a disservice for everyone involved.  

For example, one of the key benefits of PBL is its ability to teach students how to 
communicate and collaborate well, both for their mental health and to get them ready 
for the type of collabora3on they will experience in college and in their adult lives. 
Students in hybrid environments may not have much 3me to spend with their peers in 
person, so they especially have a great need for these types of experiences. Teachers 
working in hybrid classrooms do their best to ensure that all students have the 
opportunity to share about themselves, but it isn’t always possible to provide more than 
a minute or so for each student to give a few basic facts about their lives (Miller, Kelly, 
and Krajcik, 2021).  

When students are collabora3ng on real-life projects over a longer-term period, they will 
naturally share parts of themselves that they might not think of in a more formal se_ng. 
It will be easier to form a community, feel natural,  make connec3ons,  and find support 
in tough situa3ons (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, March 2021).  
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This might seem like a dream-worthy scenario, but it’s very possible to use PBL to foster 
community in a hybrid academic se_ng. Here are a few strategies that you might be 
able to leverage to make it easier in your classroom:  

• See if you can strategically use the ques)ons you provide students or prompt 
them to use in order to strengthen the rela)onships around them. This should 
include your rela3onship with your students. Teachers in all types of classrooms, 
hybrid and in-person, build trust and a rapport with their students by asking their 
students, very simply, what they’re interested in. Why? Doing so provides a very 
low-stress way to help students build communica3on skills. (The content, if you 
will, is already very accessible to the child—it’s something they like—so all they 
need to worry about is the transmission) (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, March 2021). 

In order to bring this same sense of accessible, enjoyable communica3on one 
step closer to an academic sphere, it may be ideal  to have a low-stakes forum 
each week in which all students get a few minutes to talk about whatever they 
please (within reason). One set of hybrid science teachers decided to follow this 
paVern. They scheduled a weekly “genius hour,” in which every student had a 
chance to research answers to a set of scien3fic (but carefully planned to be 
“fun”) ques3ons. They were then asked to informally talk about what they 
learned, aRer being told that they weren’t being graded—but rather it was just 
supposed to be an interes3ng conversa3on about, say, how many Oreos it would 
take to reach the moon (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, March 2021).  

Over 3me, the science teachers realized that many of their remote students really 
enjoyed having an audience in that lower-stress way, and even though they 
weren’t being formally assessed watching students stumble through lightning-
quick inves3ga3ons did show the teachers and students alike a great deal about 
their burgeoning project management skills. Of course, not every student will be 
thrilled with the idea of an impromptu presenta3on. A hybrid fourth- and fiRh-
grade teacher decided to adopt a similar model, while allowing her students 
complete choice as to how they wanted to share their answers: For example, they 
could call in so only their voice was audible, they could send in a pre-recorded 
voice message, or they could simply type their thoughts into a shared Google doc 
(Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, March 2021).  

Another science teacher took the choice out of the maVer but opted for the 
lowest-stakes type of communica3on for her students: She held a “chat blast” 
session in a shared chatroom, publishing her research ques3ons at the top of the 
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hour and giving her remote students a set amount of 3me to type their way to an 
answer (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, March 2021).  

• Find ways to give fully-remote students a say in hybrid classrooms. Hybrid 
classrooms in par3cular can be very tricky, as you are building an in-person 
presence and community that not every student can experience, at least not all of 
the 3me. To help overcome this in her hybrid classroom through an ongoing 
project, one teacher strategically paired students together to ensure that one 
person of the pair was always in the classroom. She told the students who were in 
the classroom that they were responsible for checking in with their partners 
throughout the day, so that everyone had at least one point of personal 
connec3on, even if they were remote. In a PBL se_ng specifically, this had 
concrete benefits — the students who were on-site were then tasked with 
handling any tac3le work, and the students who were remote took the 3me to do 
more in-depth suppor3ng research online or with materials provided by the 
teacher. The same teacher also provided the remote students with ways they 
could experience classroom ac3vi3es using materials that they likely already had 
on hand at home. When leading an experiment in her classroom, for example, 
she’d turn to her remote students and walk them through, for example, hea3ng 
up water in a microwave, or adding simple ingredients together in a bowl. (She 
worked with remote families beforehand to ensure that they had the basic 
materials on hand.) That way, all students involved felt that they could 
par3cipate, at least to some extent (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, March 2021).  

• Choose your applica)ons strategically. One teacher found that the educa3onal 
and communica3on apps that her school recommended only worked with 
extremely high-bandwidth internet, a resource that the remote students in her 
care just didn’t universally have. As a result, when she tried to do high-interest 
ac3vi3es with her remote and in-classroom students, the remote students were 
always lagging behind. This created clear division in her classroom. The teacher 
took 3me to research different communica3on apps before deciding to opt for an 
all-chat-based (but lightning-fast) educa3onal app. She s3ll requires the use of 
video cameras at some points of her students’ day, as is currently recommended 
by her school district, but during parts of the day’s ac3vi3es, she asks students to 
turn on the chat app and she shares her screen so that everyone can truly see 
what’s happening in real-3me. The in-person students use the chat app, as well, 
instead of simply raising their hands and speaking. This allows her remote 
students an equal chance at certain types of fun ac3vi3es — say, trivia 
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compe33ons — that the teacher uses for variety in her classroom (Miller, Kelly, 
and Krajcik, March 2021).  

Can I Make Virtual PBL Work?  

As we’ve discussed, it’s en3rely possible to make PBL a rewarding educa3onal strategy in 
a hybrid scenario, but many recommended strategies in that area did rely preVy heavily 
on making full use of the 3me that students were in the classroom. If there is zero in-
classroom 3me, as is becoming more popular in many parts of the na3on, is there a way 
that you can incorporate PBL effec3vely?  

There is. In this sec3on, we’ll discuss four proven strategies to leverage PBL as well as 
possible in an en3rely virtual situa3on. The recent pandemic gave the academic 
community as a whole the permission to revisit and re-assess what it is that learning 
should truly focus on. For many, the skills that we hope to imbue in our students — 
curiosity, inves3ga3ve skills, social collabora3on, communica3on skills — are best taught 
through PBL (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, January 2021).  

As many students are now learning remotely, we’d hardly want to exclude a growing 
sector of the popula3on from these values. To ensure that this does not happen, one 
team of teachers, researchers, and curriculum developers worked together to 
reconfigure a series of popular face-to-face PBL units for younger grades. The goal? To 
allow the lessons to keep their signature collabora3ve feel—without relying on in-person 
teaching to aVain the hoped-for results (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, January 2021).  

This exercise resulted in several specific findings regarding the efficacy of project-based 
virtual learning (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, January 2021).  

• Students can s3ll learn collabora3vely, even when they’re apart. It’s important, 
par3cularly in a virtual se_ng, that students are ac3ve par3cipants in their 
learning journey—not passive observers. Even if students can’t be pu_ng their 
hands-on materials in order to complete inves3ga3ons, working together with 
their peers and sharing the burden of solving puzzles and problems is a good way 
to build a community of learners ready to work together.  

• It’s not necessary for parents to facilitate complex, expensive projects built at 
home during off-hours — projects then shared by students during the virtual 3me 
spent with their peers in class. This is hardly a selling point for parents to get 
involved in virtual PBL, and it really misses the point: PBL isn’t about solo craRing 
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followed by communal show and tell. It’s about building something with your 
peers with social mo3va3on and shared crea3vity.  

• In one teacher’s virtual third-grade classroom, the teacher asked students to use 
in-class 3me to search for materials around their homes. Then, on-camera, the 
en3re class worked together to manipulate those specific items to create a toy. 
For example, one student used a margarine lid to create a basic flying toy, 
complete with stabilizing fins. The teacher used this as a prompt to launch a 
conversa3on around the way opposing forces allow flight. Another student 
turned an egg carton in a boat, blowing the boat across a pail of water to add 
another angle to her peer’s flying machine and requisite discussion.  

• Whenever possible, teachers should u3lize very real-world examples not just as 
illustra3ve points, but as actual ac3vi3es. This is, perhaps, one of the best 
defini3ons of PBL; where tradi3onal learning tends to take place on an intangible 
level, inside our student’s brains, PBL very much occurs within the real world. One 
science teacher decided to capitalize on this by having her students ask scien3fic 
ques3ons surrounding a phenomenon we were all experiencing at the same 3me. 
This type of reasoned cri3que is an essen3al 21st-century workplace skill, and it 
doesn’t need to happen in person. The teacher streamed a video for her remote 
class of a specific recent scien3fic finding, with a parallel chatroom for ac3ve 
student queries.  

• Of course, this doesn’t need to happen via a video. Another teacher, one 
educa3ng a group of remote fourth graders, was teaching a module about light 
and shadows. At some point during the lesson, the teacher asked her students to 
go outside with their cameras to observe, draw, and ask ques3ons about their 
cameras. The students used their cameras to stream their shadows over Zoom. 
The teacher then asked the students to compare their shadows to each other, to 
draw conclusions about the weather (and other atmospheric condi3ons and 
quali3es) in each student’s unique place. In doing so, the teacher took advantage 
of the thing that is oRen considered a fundamental weakness of remote learning: 
That everyone is in a different spot. Given that separa3on, the teacher decided to 
use everyone’s individual loca3on as a way to jumpstart an interes3ng 
conversa3on. 

• Nonverbal communica3on is incredibly powerful. In fact, nonverbal 
communica3on is oRen described as something that is just as vital to 
comprehension and rela3onship-forming as verbal communica3on. This is 
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something that is also, oRen, noted as a fundamental weakness of remote 
learning; we don’t tend to get as much of a sense for what other people are 
actually trying to say because we miss out on an en3re, very fundamental aspect 
of their holis3c meaning. One way to get around that is to call it out. Students and 
teachers alike may need very specific training in nonverbal communica3on 
through a camera.  

At the beginning of your school semester, set aside a period of classroom 3me to run 
through the importance of things like nods, eye contact, smiles, gestures, and even 
proximity to the camera, to help both teachers and students get their ideas across as 
effec3vely as possible. If you, as a teacher, priori3ze eye contact and warm gestures, 
your students will feel more comfortable taking risks with their communica3on over the 
camera. (We’ve all likely felt some version of this in ac3on: When we see that the other 
people in the Zoom room we’re presen3ng to are smiling and nodding, it’s much easier 
to keep talking) (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, January 2021). 

One easy way to present this informa3on and this challenge is to play a game of 
charades. One teacher used a randomizer app to present different concepts — 
emo3ons, for example, or bits of hypothe3cal good, bad, or exci3ng news — and then 
asked students (over the camera) to show that concept without using words. This 
teacher even took the game a liVle further and mixed in abstract scien3fic concepts into 
the game, so the en3re class was able to laugh over the way another student, say, tried 
to act out the existence of electron bonding. This type of informal ac3vity helped bring 
awareness to students about the importance of their gestures. Repeated a few 3mes 
throughout the semester, this ac3vity can really help transform the level of 
communica3on in your classroom (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, January 2021).  

Another important considera3on is that students should be allowed some level of 
freedom over the way that they exhibit their learning and their exper3se. Instead of 
being asked to create a diorama, give a five-minute talk, or have an in3mida3ng one-on-
one with their teacher, students should be allowed to iden3fy and exploit their crea3vity 
to show what they have come to understand in your classroom. This will alleviate a lot of 
mental stress for students, allow them to realize what their own strengths are, and lead 
to much more interes3ng classroom presenta3ons. In the beginning, students may 
require your help and crea3vity to understand the wide range of media available to 
them as they figure out how they want to tell a story (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, January 
2021).  
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Once students understand that they can write a song, film a video, draw a comic or 
partner with a friend to write a humorous sketch about the given topic, they should 
naturally be much more interested in working toward a demonstra3on of their mastery 
of a subject. Taking ownership of the demonstra3on in this way will help the student 
understand the central idea much beVer. To help facilitate this type of crea3vity, it may 
be a good idea to create a central repository of presenta3on tools, formats, and ideas in 
some kind of shared folder on your digital educa3onal plaEorm. There are free online 
tools that, once veVed for safety,  will allow students to record drawings, videos, and 
more (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, January 2021). Addi3onally. If you’re looking for a simple 
way to inject some excitement and enthusiasm into a project, send something to each 
student’s physical address. One crea3ve physics teacher bought the components for a 
simple clock and mailed one part to each member of her class. Working together in a 
forty-five-minute 3me frame, the class had to examine the pieces and discuss over a 
video call what the pieces could possibly represent.  

As it turns out, when you’re inves3ng in PBL over a camera, you just have to priori3ze 
some type of crea3vity and communal mo3va3on and enthusiasm—much like you 
would in person. Fortunately, you don’t need to reinvent the wheel. If you’re looking for 
specific ac3vi3es and lesson plans you can leverage as a teacher pu_ng together a PBL 
curriculum for your remote classroom, there are many that already exist online. Peruse 
Pinterest or social media for ideas, and you’ll soon have more than enough fun ac3vi3es 
from which to launch your own lesson plans! (Miller, Kelly, and Krajcik, January 2021) 

How can I best leverage PBL for English Language Learners? What 
about students with special needs?  

The short answer is simple: You leverage PBL in much the same way as you might for 
more tradi3onally-abled peers, or for students for whom English is their first language. 
You do need to do a liVle more front loading and consider how students with specific 
sets of abili3es may be able to select projects; but, as the bulk of the way that a PBL 
module rolls out is leR up to student choice, the general strategies with which you might 
approach a PBL project remain this same (Wolpert-Gawron, 2018).  

The goal of PBL is to help students embrace independent learning. This is just as 
important for students learning English or for students with special needs — if not more 
important, as they’ll be learning and working in a world that won’t always understand or 
priori3ze their needs. Your job as their teacher remains the same: Giving them the 
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resources they require in order to unlock learning for themselves. One might argue that 
PBL is the best choice to help students with special needs or English learners ramp-up to 
independent learning the most quickly (Wolpert-Gawron, 2018).  

One expert agrees, sta3ng simply that “In PBL, English Learners develop a sense of 
agency and take ownership of their learning... simultaneously prac3cing academic 
language and literacy skills while engaging in cri3cal thinking.” This is, of course, not to 
say that teaching PBL to students who require specific types of support will be easy. 
Depending on the specific popula3on you’re suppor3ng, you may need to incorporate 
specific prac3ces and strategies into your teaching habits (Wolpert-Gawron, 2018).  

Here are some proven strategies that PBL teachers and experts have incorporated to 
effec3vely scaffold PBL for English Learning (EL) students and students with special 
needs. Think about your student popula3on and see which of these strategies might 
work best for you (Wolpert-Gawron, 2018). 

• Ensure that you’re providing a wide range of eminently-accessible research for 
students to choose from. While you might release a group of English-speaking or 
non-disabled students into the wild to find research on their own, this may not be 
the most effec3ve strategy for students who require more support. At the very 
least, this can seem very overwhelming. Instead, as you’re helping them get 
acquainted with the subject material for their project, give them a few op3ons of 
research materials. In addi3on, make it clear they can find other resources if they 
wish, if appropriate. These may range from tradi3onal classroom resources such 
as lectures and textbooks to online videos, magazines, library books, or podcasts. 

• Use as many visuals as possible to support classroom success. This will not only 
allow you to be more universally understood, but it can also help you be more 
efficient in your educa3onal strategies. Illustrate common classroom procedures, 
what you hope students achieve through projects, communica3on strategies, and 
as much course material as possible with videos, icons, GIFs, or sta3c images. If 
you’re providing informa3on about a process your students will consistently 
leverage (e.g., a specific way to solve a math equa3on), find a way to turn your 
instruc3ons into a video that your students can watch again and again as they 
move toward mastery of that type of problem on their own.  

• At the beginning of a new subject, take some )me to review the key concepts 
and vocabulary that will be used in the near future. This type of review may feel 
redundant for English speakers, for example, but giving English learners and 
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students with special needs the toolkit they need to understand more advanced 
concepts as they arise (with visual aids to use throughout the year) will reduce 
fric3on later. 

• If all of your students will be tackling similar projects, create a visual roadmap 
of what they will be doing. Tack this roadmap up on your wall, or make it a PDF 
that your students can reference oRen. Use this diagram in class, either poin3ng 
to it on your wall or sharing it on your screen, to help ground your students in 
what they’re doing—and give them perspec3ve about what they will be tackling 
in the future. 

• Take )me to specifically teach your students the nuts and bolts of collabora)on. 
This may or may not come naturally to any student, no maVer what their 
background or strengths. Taking 3me to establish ground rules and expecta3ons 
instead of throwing a social challenge and the obstacle of collabora3ve task 
management at your students will make collabora3on much easier. In games in 
your classroom, have your students prac3ce conversing, disagreeing produc3vely, 
making construc3ve observa3ons, and providing posi3ve feedback to support 
each other as much as possible. If it would help, you can even give your students 
prompts, sentence starters, and specific types of language they can use to 
mediate any difficult interpersonal interac3ons they may encounter as they begin 
collabora3ng with their peers. As the collabora3on begins, make sure that you’re 
listening to how the students work together. Provide helpful  input as oRen as you 
can in order to keep groups on track.  

• If your students are English language learners, take )me to actually instruct 
them directly in English — at least casually, if that isn’t your specific aim. As is 
appropriate, don’t be afraid to give them sentence openers and turns-of-phrase 
that will help them move in American society with ease. PBL is all about direct 
instruc3on. Consider some explicit English language tutelage as a way to increase 
your students' toolkits, so they feel more comfortable embracing independent 
study.  

• As is appropriate, don’t be afraid to incorporate the specific life experience and 
background of your students into the PBL process. You may wish to work with 
specialized professionals to do this correctly, but it’s important that you don’t 
ignore the fact that your students are newcomers to America, differently-abled, 
or have other backstories that they can leverage. In this way, you can help make it 
clear to these students specifically that they have a great deal to offer as they 
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represent their communi3es, and that their unique challenges should not be 
something that stands in the way of success. Consider the alterna3ve: Would 
offering a PBL module to students with special needs or English learners in which 
you didn’t men3on their unique abili3es feel authen3c? Work with cau3on; 
perhaps rely on your students’ parents to help guide you in what feels safe and 
appropriate, here, but don’t shy away from providing direct, helpful support and 
instruc3on.  

• Provide targeted support resources, such as bulle)n boards in your classroom 
with specific keywords. Earlier, we spoke about the way that a visual roadmap 
posted somewhere easily referenced can really help students keep track of where 
they are in a specific project. A similar resource can be really helpful for EL 
learners and students with special needs. As you help your students move 
through their projects, provide them with updated reference sheets that outline 
oRen-repeated processes, specific keywords and their simple defini3ons, and 
even sheets that help them know how to ask for support. (A good example may 
be a sheet that pairs pictures of people with facial expressions clearly iden3fiable 
as different types of emo3ons, so a student has something very easy to iden3fy, 
point to, and share if he or she is confused, 3red, or distressed.) Build out these 
resources over the course of the PBL module or semester, so at the end of your 
3me together students have a wide array of very useful resources at their 
disposal.   

Sec7on 3 Key Points 

• The amount of instruc3on you give your PBL students should be at its highest in 
the beginning of the module. You should lessen that direct instruc3on as you 
move through the material. 

• Your PBL students will need to learn how to evaluate and be responsible for 
judging the objec3ve quality of their own work.  

• One of the best ways to get parents on board with PBL is to remind them, early 
and oRen, that PBL is different from simply doing more (expensive, 3me-
consuming) projects.  

• Present students with changing, fluid problem environments instead of sta3c 
problem sets. This will be much more representa3ve of the way students will 
actually experience problems in real life. 
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• Hybrid students need PBL, too! Consider pairing in-person and remote students 
together to help build community and make your remote students feel more 
involved.  

• Whenever possible, teachers should u3lize very real-world examples not just as 
illustra3ve points, but as actual ac3vi3es. This is, perhaps, one of the best 
defini3ons of PBL; where tradi3onal learning tends to take place on an intangible 
level, inside our student’s brains, PBL very much occurs within the real world. 

Course Summary and Conclusion 

The results are in: project-based learning is an educa3onal framework that can be 
implemented for a wide array of learning scenarios. If you’re interested in helping your 
students grow in crea3vity and independence, consider working toward a PBL 
framework. Whether you leverage it in full or just incorporate a few inquiry-based 
projects in your upcoming semester is up to you, but either way, you and your students 
are sure to reap the benefits.  
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